
75 years of Dewulf...
Will you celebrate with us?

SC cultivator + CP planter

€ 2500
Tied selling: Order your SC cultivator and CP 
cup planter now and receive up to € 2500 discount 
(depending on configuration)! Action valid on all types of 
SC cultivators in combination with all types of CP 
planters (with the exception of Xtreme types). 

With this combination, a perfect crumbling of the 
required amount of soil and a perfect deposit of the 
seed potatoes is guaranteed. 

GPS Structural + CP planter

€ 2050
Order your GPS Planting Comfort on a Structural or CP 
planter now and receive a free upgrade to the value of 
€ 2050! 

With GPS Planting-Control, you are able to perform 
place-specific planting, variable granulate spreading 
and fertilising through a task map, all of this completely 
independently of each other.

Contact your local Dewulf-dealer for all actions and more information!
All actions valid from 1/11/’20 to 31/01/’21.

ML Premium filling function

€ 1700
Order your ML 80 with Dynamic filling function now and 
receive free upgrade to the Premium filling function to 
the value of € 1700.

The Premium filling function enables the fully automatic 
and carefree filling of your store in perfect terraces, this 
from start to the last layer. The ML Premium doesn’t 
require any manual operation.
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“Pimp” your R3060

€ 1000
Make your R3060 unique and spoil yourself with our 
VIP arrangement: “Wulfie’s Finest”.
Order now and receive € 1000 discount on this option.  

“Wulfie’s Finest” includes*:
- Black wheel rims
- Personalised stickering
- VIP welcome package
*Please ask your local dealer for the complete feature overview.

MB 111 (Xtreme) weighing set

€ 2000
Order your MB 111 (Xtreme) now and receive € 2000 
discount when choosing the weighing set. 

With the MB 111, you are able to fill up to 100 tons an 
hour with a minimum of forklift movements. Thanks 
to the weighing set, you know exactly how many kg 
your box contains or you can fill the box to the desired 
weight. 
 

Dewulf reserves the right to make any changes with immediate effect and without any notice. 
The most current terms and conditions are available at your local dealer. 

Rotary Cleaner Control 

€ 3000
Order your trailed or self-propelled top lifting harvester 
now and receive up to € 3000 discount on this option 
(depending on configuration)!

With the Rotary Cleaner Control, you are able to change 
the cleaning intensity of the rotary cleaners very easily. 
All rotary cleaners of each row can be set together in a 
different angle from the cabin.
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